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Sketch One

Simple Sketches is a printed supplement of ideas for main Quirky
Kit subscribers. The sheet contains sketches and starting point
ideas for scrapbook pages and embellishing to give you a kick start
in creating with your new kit. Remember to also visit the Quirky
Kit blog and Pinterest boards for more ideas and inspiration from
the design team and across the web. You can find links to these on
the main store page, www.craftytemplates.co.uk
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Hand cut or use a punch or die to make heart shapes from the patterned papers and
coloured cardstock in the kit. Draw a similar heart shape on a scrap of plain paper

and cut it out. Use that as a template to draw around a heart shape on a photo and
cut it out. Arrange the hearts and heart photo as shown in the sketch.
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Filled Page Protector
Create a unique layout by filling it with confetti and sealing it with
stitching.

● First cut the middle from a piece of cardstock. Write on the

journalling down one side and place it inside a page protector. Fill

the open space with confetti made from papers in the kit punched
out with a hole punch. Stitch around the inside of the cardstock
cut out shape to seal in the confetti.

● Cut out a title from cardstock or use the stickers attached to

the front of the page protector. Stitch over the top to hold it in
place. Do the same with the photo to finish the layout.
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Visit the Quirky Kits Blog for more ideas and follow up projects featuring the
ideas in this edition of Simple Sketches. www.quirkykits.blogspot.com

